Contractile mechanics and interaction of the right and left ventricles.
The heart and lungs, together with hemoglobin, provide for the transport of oxygen from the atmosphere to the metabolizing tissue. The oxygenation of blood and the circulation of oxygenated blood are precisely synchronized so that the heart and lungs constitute an integrated cardiopulmonary unit. The functional integration of the heart and lungs is fostered by their anatomic arrangement and mechanical interaction. The cardiopulmonary unit consists of the right and left ventricles (two in-series pumps composed of cardiac muscle), which are mechanically coupled by the lungs. The factors that control cardiac muscle shortening (fiber length, afterload and myocardial contractile state) also regulate the pumping behavior of each ventricle. Because the ventricles are aligned in series a perturbation in the mechanical events of one ventricle will influence the behavior of the other ventricle. The interventricular septum and pericardium further promote the mechanical interplay between ventricles. Intrathoracic pressure (the pressure that surrounds the cardiopulmonary unit) creates an additional interaction between the ventricles as well as the heart and lungs.